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Fresh Seeds from the Harris Seed Farm

They have life, vigor and pep, and are so carefully bred that they produce the best quality of vegetables and flowers instead of the inferior specimens so often resulting from the use of ordinary seeds.

Harris' seeds are raised on Moreton Farm and other farms near Rochester, close to Lake Ontario and are therefore Northern-Grown which insures earliness so essential to success with tomatoes, peppers, melons, etc.

A Garden of Beautiful Flowers and Delicious Vegetables

You can raise delicious fresh peas, tender beets, the sweetest sweet corn and many other vegetables that are really delicacies when used fresh out of the garden. Flowers, too, are easily raised and give much pleasure to the whole family and to many friends to whom it is a privilege to give them.

True descriptions, the result of personal observations in our own trial-grounds and of growing crops. The following varieties can be found in our General Retail Catalogue. You will be especially interested in the Varieties of Special Merit listed on pages 5 to 17 inclusive.

Some Vegetables of Quality

There is more difference between varieties in respect to quality than most people think. In the following collections are some varieties which we have found much superior to common kinds.

Collection of the Best Peas

The varieties named below if planted at the same time will give a constant succession of Peas from early to late.

- Thomas Laxton. Early.
- Hundredfold. Medium early.
- Advance. Medium late.
- Dwarf Champion. Late.

COLLECTION No. 5

1/2lb. of each kind of above Peas, 75 cts. postpaid. Will plant 4 rows 50 ft. long.

COLLECTION No. 6

1 lb. of each kind, $1.10 postpaid. Will plant 4 rows 100 ft. long.

We have many other varieties of excellent Peas, each suited to particular requirements, and each among the best in their class. See our General Retail Catalogue, pages 39 and 40.

Collection No. 4, $1 Postpaid

A collection of one packet each of the following Choice Varieties of Vegetables, enough for a garden 25 by 50 feet for $1.00, postpaid. (Would cost $1.60 at regular catalogue prices.)

- Beet, Detroit Dark Red. Early.
- Beet, Long Season. Late.
- Bean, Webber Wax. Early.
- Bean, Scotch. Late.
- Carrot, Coreless.
- Cucumber, Harris' Perfection.
- Sweet Corn, Buttercup.
- Sweet Corn, Bantam Evergreen.
- Lettuce, Prizehead.
- Radish, Harris' Model.
- Salsify or Vegetable Oyster.
- Summer Squash, Italian Vegetable Marrow.
- Winter Squash, Quality.
- Spinach, Harris' Big Crop.
- Swiss Chard, Lucullus.
- Turnip, Macomber.

For other carefully selected Vegetable Collections, see page 18 of our general catalogue.

Seeds Make a Difference!

Last year I sent my order for garden and flower seed to your firm. Both my garden and flowers were the wonder and admiration of my friends and neighbors. The quality of my vegetables was so superior and my flowers so fine they all wanted to know where I bought my seeds and wanted to try them next year, so I am sending you a few names for your catalogue.—Mrs. Francis B. Moes, Grass Lake, Mich.

GIVE HARRIS' SEEDS A TRIAL—THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

If you have lost or mislaid our catalogue which was sent you sometime ago, we shall be glad to send you another if you wish it.

JOSEPH HARRIS CO., Coldwater, New York
Three Good Reasons Why Harris' Flower Seeds Are the Best to Buy

HARRIS FLOWER SEED means more to us than merely merchandise to sell. It means the happiness and joy that can be derived from the many interesting flowers this seed represents. We, on Moreton Farm, are real lovers of flowers, and even if we did not pretend to sell a single packet of flower seed, we would still spend a great deal of time and money to have the largest selection of flowers possible. We look upon them as friends who bring us a great deal of pleasure and make life seem more worth while.

The second reason is that, situated as we are on a large farm and in the seed business, we are in an especially favorable position to try out the new varieties and to determine in detail their quality and possible usefulness. We are after this information, both for our own pleasure and to pass along to you.

Third, our Flower Seed is subjected to the same rigorous tests for fertility as is our vegetable seed. Every lot of seed is thoroughly tested for germination before it is sent out to you, and if it does not come up to our high standard, we positively do not send it out.

Pansies

There are no better Pansies than Harris' Best Mixture, and for those who are partial to particular colors, we have a wonderful assortment of named varieties. You will find these on page 60 of our catalogue.

а Flower-Bed Collections

There is a great assortment of fleshy, taking any variety hardy perennial plants from seed. It is not difficult to grow and there is a great variety of flowers that can be easily raised from seed in the garden or in a greenhouse. We carry a selection of such varieties as will meet all requirements. They are all wonderfully lovely and beautiful. We carry a selection of such varieties as will meet all requirements. They are all wonderfully lovely and beautiful.

а White and Red Garden for only 75c.

The following varieties will make a very bright yellow and red color effect in the garden and in the seed business. We are after this information, both for our own pleasure and to pass along to you.


а Blue and Yellow Garden for only 75c.

The following varieties will make a very bright blue and yellow color effect in the garden and in the seed business. We are after this information, both for our own pleasure and to pass along to you.


а Flower-Bed Collections
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A Superb Lawn from Harris' Superfine Seed

There is nothing more important about starting or renewing a lawn than the quality of the seed used. So much of the so-called lawn grass seed is made up of inferior grasses and many weed seeds that everyone should be most careful to get only the very best.

Harris' Superfine Lawn Seed is made up of the very cleanest and purest seed obtainable; no coarse grasses are used. It contains only the kinds best suited to make the lawn fine, thick and lasting—nothing to cheapen it. It is the most expensive seed and the best.

Prices of Harris' Superfine Farm Grass Seed

1 lb., enough for 400 square feet .................. $0.55  10 lbs., enough for 4,000 square feet .......... $4.80
5 lbs., enough for 2,000 square feet .......... 2.50  25 lbs., enough for 10,000 square feet .......... 11.25
Each additional pound .................................. $0.45

For other Lawn Grass Seed Mixtures please see page 99 and the back cover of our General Catalogue.